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In May I was walking off of the softball diamond with my middle daughter for 
the last time.   It was a bittersweet day, one phase of life ending, and several bigger 
chapters beginning.  She was pretty quiet and I asked her what she thought she 
would miss the most about sports in high school.  Without hesitation she said, “I’m 
going to miss my team and teammates more than anything.”  That comment struck 
me because I think we can all relate to that.  At some point during adolescent years 
and for a few people, into college, we are a part of a team.  Whether it’s in sports, 
clubs, bands, Greek life, or something unique to your geography, we all experienced 
that interaction.  As we grow into professionals we become engrossed in our business 
lives.  Teamwork is still mission critical to those lives, but a team that’s our job and 
livelihood, isn’t the same as that club or sport.  
My daughter’s comment made me realize one of the great things about HFMA.  
Belonging to a HFMA Chapter is another chance to be a member of a team.  The 
membership all have similar interests, like they would on your football team or 

marching band team.  They also have different backgrounds, like we all do growing up.  HFMA has leadership 
opportunities, networking and educational opportunities.  HFMA provides situations where you can develop new 
friendships and maintain contacts with people you would never have known otherwise.  Through the collaborations 
in a chapter we can develop our skill sets, like one would at practice for those teams in our youth.  We can learn from 
the “upperclassmen” and we can mentor as we gain wisdom.  Once serving in a leadership capacity the opportunity 
exists to attend conferences where you can meet other chapters and further enhance your base of contacts, much like 
a travel team did in our youth.
During our last such event, HFMA-ANI, the teamwork concept was again prevalent.  It became clear that 
communication and both internal and external collaboration needs to be at the core of healthcare finance.  Partnering 
with payers as the insurance landscape changes.  Sharing ideas with vendors to better enhance our bottom lines, while 
developing business partnerships.  Communicating with physicians and nurses, sharing ideas, understanding the 
how’s and why’s that drive both clinical and financial perspectives in this day and age of healthcare challenges.
 As healthcare professionals, we owe it to our patients, our co-workers and our communities to execute as an all-star 
in our offices or hospitals. 
 As I enter the year as your chapter President, I look forward to welcoming new members, helping to mentor when I 
can, and succeeding with our board and committee members.  Come join our team!  If you’re already on our team, 
attend our educational sessions, or inquire about leadership roles or committee positions.  I promise you, you won’t 
regret it.  That spark you had while on a team in your youth, will rekindle quickly.  Thanks in advance for participating 
and strengthening our chapter.  I look forward to a fantastic year filled with fantastic collaborations.
I look forward to another season on this team.
Sincerely,
Joe Williford

President’s Message 

examiner
Publication date: July 25, 2014
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HFMA Chapter Leaders
2014-2015

Officers
Past President - Hayley Studer, ProMedica, Toledo, 41-824-7576, Hayley.studer@promedica.org

President - Joe Williford, Wood County Hospital, Bowling Green, 419-354-8911, willifordj@woodcountyhospital.org

President-Elect - Diane Blake, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7279, diane.blake@promedica.org

Treasurer - Rachel Herman, The Bellevue Hospital, Bellevue, 419-483-4040 ext 4204, rherman@bellevuehospital.com

Board  Members
Dave Cytlak, Blanchard Valley Health System, Findlay, 419-423-5497, dcytlak@bvhealthsysem.org 
Amy Gill, Providence Care Center, Sandusky, 419-627-2273 ext 236, agill@providencecenters.org
Dan Moncher, Firelands Regional Medical Center, Sandusky, MonchD@firelands.com

Chairpersons
Certification - Todd Howell, Seneca Medical, Inc., Tiffin, 419-455-2153 ext 2153, thowell@senecamedical.com

Program - Lisa Bloomfield and Samantha Pixler, Credit Adjustments, Inc., Defiance, 419-782-3709, lisa.bloomfield@credit-
adjustments.com, Samantha.pixler@credit-adjustments.com

Membership - Charlotte Masters, Masters and Associates, Toledo, 419-534-2852, Char@mastersassoc.com

Sponsorship -  Joe Williford, Wood County Hospital, Bowling Green, 419-354-8911, willifordj@woodcountyhospital.org

Newsletter -  Amy Gill, Providence Care Center, Sandusky, 419-627-2273 ext 236, agill@providencecenters.org

Website – Lindsay Stevenson, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-9001, Lindsay.stevenson@promedica.org

Social – Derrick Beczynski, ProMedica, Toledo, 419-827-7323, derrick.beczynski@promedica.org and Andrew Hageman, 
ProMedica, Toledo, 419-824-7383, Andrew.hageman@promedica.org

VIVA   LAS ANI!!!
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The HFMA National Institute 
2014 theme was “This is Big” and 
everything from the speakers 
and sessions to the location was 
certainly BIG. 

Held in vibrant Las Vegas, Nevada 
at The Venetian and The Palazzo 
Hotel-Resort-Casino/Sands 
Expo Center it was a four day 
conference full of networking 
experiences, receptions, and Vegas 
night life. 
Eight themes addressed today’s 
big issues in the healthcare finance 
industry:
 • Regulatory 
Impact of Reform/Rules
 • Business  
 Intelligence & Analytics
 • Clinical 
Integration/Culture
 • Organizing for 
Value
 • Revenue Cycle
 • Payment Trends
 • Finance & 
Operations
 • Cost 
Management/Margin 
Transformation

2013/2014 Chapter Awards received at 2014 ANI in 
Las Vegas
 • C Henry Hottum Award for Education Performance  
Improvement
 • Award of Excellence for Certification-Bronze
 • Helen M Yerger Special Recognition Award for offering 
free educational events to our members
 • Multi-Chapter Helen M Yerger Special Recognition 
Award for our Region 6 Webinar Series for 2013/2014

The themes were discussed 
by industry experts who 
provided insight and 
information on each subject 
to implement into your own 
organization. Three of the 
featured keynote speakers 
included Atul Gawande, MD, 
Physician champion of high-
value healthcare and author 
of Better: A Surgeon’s Notes 
on Performance; Dan Pink, 
Motivation expert and author of 
Drive: The Surprising 
Truth About What 
Motivates Us;  and Liz 
Wiseman, Leadership 
expert and author of 
Multipliers: How the 
Best Leaders Make 
Everyone Smarter. 
So when they say 
“What Happens in 
Vegas Stays in Vegas” 
we hope to dissuade 
from this statement 
and provide our 
chapter with ANI’s 
suggestions and 
improvements for 
bettering our healthcare systems 
and organizations. 

VIVA   LAS ANI!!!
HFMA National Institute

Las Vegas, Nevada June 22-25

Don Balduff and Elvis

Lisa, Samantha, Hayley, and Joe 

at the President’s Dinner at ANI

Hayley, Lisa, and Sam enjoying Celine Dion before ANI

Joe Williford, and Chris Milligan with 
Jerry Rice, retired NFL wide receiver, at 
the ANI event hosted by Commerce Bank
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The Gerry Hagerty Northeast Ohio 
Annual Institute (GHALI), a regional HFMA 
conference sponsored by the NE Ohio 
HFMA Chapter, was held at Sawmill Creek 
Resort in Sandusky, Ohio May 21-23. This 
year’s theme was Executing the Healthcare 
Transformation.

Topics included: Alignment of Physician-
Hospital Incentives in the Post-Health Care 
Reform World, The Resurgence of Cost 
Accounting, Healthcare Exchanges, Quality 
and Reimbursement Changes, Accounting 
and Audit Risks/ACO, and Patient 
Experience.

This three-day networking event also 
featured golf at the Sawmill Creek Resort, 
spa services at Kalahari, Casino Night, and a 
BBQ/Social/Pool Party for the attendees.   

GHALI
May 21 - 23, 2014

Pretty Pedicures for Samantha and Lisa

Even the ducks enjoyed the GHALI



2014-15 HFMA Chair: Kari S. Cornicelli, FHFMA, CPA

Theme Tagline: Leading the Change

Explanation of Theme:

As finance leaders, we can improve health care.

It is a gift for finance professionals to work in health care at this changing period 

in history. We are poised to transform our healthcare system into one that has 
incentives for preventative health and wellness, fosters care coordination among 
all care providers, uses clinical evidence for medical decision making, and uses 
resources appropriately and effectively. Our healthcare system should engage 
patients in making their healthcare decisions, and we should provide our patients 
with clear and concise patient communications.

Finance is at the heart of this transformation. We understand the money flow, 
structure, processes, payment methodologies, and resource utilization that will 
lower costs, improve care coordination, reward value, and create a positive patient 
experience.

Seizing this opportunity requires that healthcare finance professionals lead in a 
number of key ways:

We need to chart the course. We need to show a bold and better future and 
the realistic steps to get there.

We need to inspire. We need to show how to rise above the uncertainty 
and frustration of today and to be positive about a better future. We need a 
sense of urgency to change the delivery model!

We need to empower. None of us can make big changes alone. 
Transforming health care requires that we develop great teams. That means 
being mentors to less experienced professionals and demonstrating trust by 
giving team members increasing levels of responsibility.

We need to lead the change from the outside in and also from the inside 
out! We need to lead legislative reform, 
payer reform, and delivery reform. 
Our leaders have great intelligence and 
experience and we need to leverage that and 
transform our industry!

If we lead with optimism and innovation, 
we can lead the healthcare transformation 
that our country needs!

HFMA Chair’s Theme
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Hayley Studer and Dawn Balduf, both 
members and past presidents of the chapter, 
have been part of mission trips to Back Bay 
Mission in Biloxi, MS. There is a volunteer 
center, where the mission teams stay in 
dorm-like living space. Some of the teams 
work on home projects, some work in the 
food kitchen, food pantry, and the day center.  
These experiences have transformed their 
perspectives on the face of homelessness as 
well as social justice thoughts in general.  It is 
easy to write a check to an organization that 
you support, but actually doing hands-on 
work is the embodiment of being the hands 
and feet of Jesus Christ in a very needy world. 
You are truly changed forever by such an 
experience.

Here is some information on Back Bay 
Mission. It is a center for advocacy for the 
homeless and those who live in poverty on 
the Gulf Coast. It is a mission of the United 
Church of Christ. BBM strives to meet the 
urgent needs of those suffering from poverty 
and its effects, while building pathways to 
social justice. They lead the way in delivering 
services, creating collaborative solutions and 
transforming lives through mission immersion 
experiences. The goal is to eradicate the sting 
of poverty and its effects on individuals and 
communities.

There are many arms of BBM.  They operate 
a food pantry on their campus as well as the 
Micah Day Shelter, which allows homeless 
people to have a place of respite. They can take 
a shower, get their laundry done, get 

Spotlight on Mission Work:
Moving out of Your Comfort Zone

phone messages, access a computer, and have a 
place to get out of the elements, although it is not 
an overnight shelter. There is also a food kitchen 
which serves meals throughout the day to anyone 
in the community.

They also have an affordable housing initiative. 
They take on projects in neighborhoods to help 
home owners rehab their homes. The efforts 
revitalize neighborhoods and help foster a sense 
of pride, which takes on a life of its own. Often 
other homeowners begin to spruce up their 
homes as well. After Katrina, many complete 
rebuilds were undertaken. Some of the pictures 
show a house that we worked on in March; yep, 
that’s Hayley on the roof!

They are actively involved with veterans’ 
initiatives that include healthcare services, 
transportation, daily living services for the vets 
and their families, educational services and legal 
services. 

BBM relies on private donations, mainly from 
churches throughout the country as well as many 
hours of volunteer labor and local corporate 
sponsors. They do not receive any funds from the 
federal or state government.

There are opportunities to get out into the 
community and experience the beauty of the 
Gulf Shore. That includes a great BBQ place 
called “The Shed” (and that’s what it is!); one of 
the pictures shows their unique decorating style! 

The next trip to BBM is in November 2015; 
they would love to have new volunteers join 
them! Contact either Dawn or Hayley for more 
information.

Hayley hard at work
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A New Paradigm for Technology

As health care organizations pursue the Triple Aim vision, they need to explore every facet of their care delivery systems.  
Reliance on technology, the vehicle for reform, requires organizations to take a fresh look at how they view technology 
assets.  This paper briefly explores a new paradigm for technology acquisition and lifecycle management that aligns with 
improving patient care, reducing health delivery costs, and improving population health. 

An old strategy in a new environment

Historically, most health care organizations viewed technology like an emerging nuisance–with reluctant providers 
preferring pen and paper.  Technology equipment was not regarded with the same esteem as equipment used to deliver 
direct patient care, nor could a direct line be drawn to the bottom line.  Therefore, in many health care organizations, an 
efficient and cost-effective strategy was never developed to acquire and manage the lifecycle of technology, resulting in 
costly maintenance and repairs over time.  

What has changed? 

HITECH and the PPACA have created an environment where technology is critical in improving patient care, enhancing 
the patient experience, and reducing health delivery costs.  Electronic Health Records (EHR) utilization incentives and 
penalties are directly tied to an organization’s financial performance.  New regulations and new technology require new 
strategies.  While holding on to outdated technology may have been an option in the past, employing this strategy today 
will hinder performance, competitiveness and the bottom line. 

What makes this so different?

2014 is a pivotal year in health care:

+ Decreases in reimbursements 

+ Technology incentives drying-up

+ Introduction of insurance exchanges 

+ Unpredictable government regulations (ex: ICD-10)

The Triple Aim
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These changes are decreasing cash flow, aging accounts receivables, and challenging even the largest and strongest 
institutions. This is the new normal; health care organizations are trying to become comfortable with being uncomfortable. 

It is time to rethink the paradigm 

A strategic commitment to keeping technology current is essential for health care organizations to achieve the Triple Aim, 
remain competitive and, ultimately, to survive.  Embracing a routine refresh cycle utilizing lease financing enables you to:

+ Lower acquisition costs: low, fixed payments made over the lease term will cost less than purchasing the 
equipment outright 

+ Reduce indirect costs: technology is a rapidly changing commodity with a short useful life; aligning term with 
useful life and maintenance coverage will significantly reduce support and out-of-warranty maintenance costs

+ Stay current and flexible: as technology changes, health care organizations can easily refresh equipment to keep 
pace with innovations in technology

Leasing is not a decision based on whether or not you use your cash. It is a strategic financing method organizations use 
to manage the life cycle of their equipment.

Total Cost of IT Ownership Breakdown
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Total Cost of Computer Purchase

Untapped Savings

Unlike traditional for-profit businesses, non-profit hospitals do not experience the tax savings created by the depreciation 
of assets (a tax-shield). Leasing is the only tool that will allow hospitals to experience savings from the tax-shield. In a true 
lease, the leasing organization is able to depreciate the equipment, resulting in tax savings that will pass through to the 
health care organization.

Conclusion

Budgeting for technology in this era involves a new paradigm for how we acquire and maintain equipment. The solution 
to technology management challenges facing health care today starts with rethinking the way we view technology and its 
increasing importance in our pursuit of the Triple Aim. Organizations must make a strategic commitment to technology and 
create an environment that is able to adapt to change. 

Works Cited
1Timothy Morey and Roopa Nambiar, “Using total cost of ownership to determine optimal PC refresh lifecycles,” Intel, pp. 
3-9, May 2009. Available at: http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/pc-upgrades/pc-upgrade-industry-study-using-total-
cost-of-ownership-to-determine-optimal-pc-refresh-lifecycles-paper.html. [Accessed February 10, 2012].

    www.fahf.com
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Learn about timely healthcare finance topics and earn CPEs. Most live webinars are free for HFMA members and $99 for 
non-members, unless otherwise noted.

August 12 Using New Business Models to Reduce Hip and Knee Implant Expenses

August 14 Linking Payment with Quality: Reducing Rehospitalizations

August 21 Understanding How Predictive Tools Help Expedite Value Analysis  

August 26  Get to the Point with Data Visualization

August 27  Responding to the Delayed ICD-10 Implementation

August 28 Innovations in Cost Accounting Drive Value-Based Healthcare

September 4 Solving the Payments Puzzle: What You Need to Know About the Mandated EFT and ERA Operating 
Rules

September 
10 eCommerce Reshapes Patient Financial Services

September 
17 Adapting to the Affordable Care Act with Proven Financial Planning Technologies

October 16 Controlling Costly Physician Preference Items

If you are interested in presenting a webinar, please contact Kurt Belisle at kbelisle@hfma.org.

Did you know that HFMA provides webinars available one calendar year following the live webinar date and year. Most on-demand 

Available until  
Sept. 24, 2014 Predicting the Unpredictable: Using Analytics to Match Staffing-to-Patient Demand

Available until  
Nov. 27, 2014 Norwalk Hospital: A Case Study in Using Lean Process Improvement

Available until  
Feb. 17, 2015 HFMA’s e2 Learning: Helping Facilities Educate Staff and Elevate Performance

Available until  
Mar. 15, 2015 A Vendor Guide to HFMA’s e2 Learning: Generate Results for Your Clients

Webinars are free for HFMA members and $99 for non-members, unless otherwise noted. 
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·	 Successful completion of the CHFP examination 

·	 Current and active regular or advanced HFMA membership* 

Please note: The HFMA Board of Examiners strongly recommends that candidates have a minimum of 3–5 years healthcare provider management experience. This 

is not required to become a CHFP, but management experience is the primary preparation for the exam.

CHFP Online Study Materials

The Healthcare Finance Core Curriculum online study preparation for the CHFP examination is available for purchase. The cost for study materials is $249 ($299 for 

non-members). The materials are available for one calendar year from date of purchase. CHFP study materials are recommended but not required for CHFP testing 

candidates. 

For more self-study educational opportunities, see HFMA’s eLearning catalog.

New! The Healthcare Finance Core Curriculum is now available from iTunes. This version is compatible with iPad (requires iOS 6.0 or later). The cost for this app is 

$349.99 (for members and non-members). 

HFMA Sample CHFP Certification Exam - HFMA has developed a sample exam to help familiarize candidates with certification testing. Learn more and register to 

take a sample examination.

CHFP Online Examination Registration

The CHFP examination is delivered via the Internet by Castle Worldwide. Registration is handled through Castle Worldwide’s website, including payment for the 

exam. Note: The CHFP certification costs are $395. This includes all application, testing, and processing fees. Should you not pass the examination, the retest fee is 

$200. 

There are two options for testing through Castle Worldwide: Castle Worldwide Testing Centers or Live Online Proctored Test Administration. Please Note: The CHFP 

exam cost of $395 (CHFP application and exam fee) remains the same for either testing option.

Option 1 - Castle Worldwide Proctored Test Centers

View a listing of the cities, states and ZIP codes in which Castle Worldwide sites are available. When registering, candidates will be able to view the exact address 

for their selected testing site prior to confirmation. The majority of Castle Worldwide sites are open for testing Monday through Saturday during normal business 

hours. Exam candidates may select a date and time based on site availability during exam scheduling.

 Option 2 - Live Online Proctored Test Administration - New!

HFMA now offers secure, live, internet-based test administration for CHFP exam candidates. This new service is in addition to the internet-based test administration 

at Castle’s Proctored Test Sites. Through the Castle Worldwide online test scheduling system, a candidate may elect to test via a live, online-proctored testing 

session. Both domestic and international candidates may select live, online-proctoring.

The new Live, online proctoring service is available 24/7/365 for scheduling and exam delivery [based on the availability of proctors]. Candidates can schedule 

their exam at any hour of the day, any day of the week. Live, online proctoring eliminates the inconvenience of travel time and costs, and allows for more flexibility. 

Certification Inquiries 
For more information about the HFMA Certification Programs, contact the Career Services Department at careerservices@hfma.org or (800) 252-4362. 

Todd R. Howell, CPA, FHFMA
Chief Financial Officer
Seneca Medical, Inc.

CHFP Requirements:
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Ensuring Clinical Revenue Integrity in ICD-10: A 
Multidisciplinary Collaborative Effort
Thursday, August 14, 2014 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM EDT
Webinar Registration
Managing Clinical Documentation & Information in the setting and its impact on:  
 
1. Forces impacting the healthcare industry  
2. Managing clinical documentation & information  
3. Hospital VBP development objectives; ICD-10 impact on outcome quality metrics  
4. Clinical/coding applications in CDI for ICD-10-CM/PCS  
5. Strategies for successful ICD-10 transition  
6. Goals for transitioning to ICD-10  
7. Clinical documentation improvement (CDI) success in ICD-10 transition  
 
Takeaways:  
 
The objective of the presentation will be to ensure providing Clinical Documentation Improvement. Health Information 
Management collaborative practices within an analytical infrastructure impacting the ICD-10 documentation improvement 
process that are driven from new ICD-10 coding rules, tabular inclusion/exclusion annotations and clinical parameter required. 
This will be demonstrated with applicable case scenarios, to mitigate risk within a clinical revenue infrastructure.

Reserve your Webinar seat now at: 
https://www2.gotomeeting.com/register/159033050

HFMA Region 6 webinar
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Aug. 21
Sept. 18
Oct. 23
Nov. 14

Save the dates for upcoming 
educational events. 

Check out 
Northwest Ohio 

Chapter website at 
nwohiohfma.org

With more than 40,000 members, HFMA is the leading membership organization 
for healthcare financial management executives and leaders. At the local, 
regional, and national levels, HFMA helps healthcare finance professionals by:   
    •  Providing education, analysis, and guidance 

    •  Representing healthcare finance in coalitions with other healthcare leaders 

    •   Improving performance through resources and peer-to-peer connections

    •  Identifying and bridging gaps in knowledge, best practices, and standards

HFMA: The Benefits of Membership

INDUSTRY

FUTURE

VOICE

- y o u r -

- y o u r -

- y o u r -

JOIN
- y o u r  t i m e  t o -

•	hfm subscription plus e-newsletter 
 HFMA	Weekly	News

• Members-only access to hfma.org

• Chapter membership

• Eligibility for CHFP and FHFMA 
 Certification Programs

• Member discounts for ANI:The HFMA 
 National Institute, MAP Event, 
 seminars, conferences, online courses 
 and forums, and many products and 
 services

• Free CPE’s available

• Be the first to learn about the products 
 and services reviewed by HFMA’s 
 rigorous Peer Review process

• Consult HFMA’s Buyers	Resource	
	 Guide—available first to members

• And much more

hfma.org/join or  
call (800) 252-4362, ext 2

™

Membership 

Update
By Char Masters

• Membership renewal 
is now open for the 
membership year 6/1/14 
through 5/31/15.

•  Stay connected 
with fellow members 
and current events by 
following the Chapter on 
Facebook and LinkedIn. 

•  Professional 
networking can be a 
terrific resource and is one 
of the many benefits of an 
HFMA membership. So 
please take some time to 
welcome and reach out to 
the new members of the 
Chapter. 

Welcome to 
the Northwest 
Ohio Chapter of 
HFMA:
Carson Dye, Sr. Partner - 
Witt Kieffer

Mick Hall, Account 
Executive - Bartoe and 
Associates

Lee Jordan, Vice 
President – Citizens 

Banking Co.
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Hello fellow HFMA members from Michigan and Ohio!  My name is Mary Whitbread and I have the distinct pleasure of filling 
the role of the Regional Executive for our chapter during the 2014 – 2015 year.  As a Regional Executive, I serve as the liaison to 
National HFMA for our seven HFMA chapters in Michigan and Ohio.  

First, I would like to thank our outgoing Regional Executive, Chris Milligan from the Northeast Ohio chapter, for his work over 
the past several years.  Chris was instrumental in improving the collaboration amongst the chapters in the region.  

I would also like to introduce our incoming Regional Executive Elect, Barb Shelley from the Western Michigan chapter.  Barb is 
currently leading the regional webinar program and she will be the Regional Executive during the 2015 – 2016 HFMA year.  

Barb, Chris and I all had the pleasure of attending the recent chapter awards dinner at ANI and we are proud to say that the region 
was very successful this year with over 20 individual chapter awards and three multi-chapter awards, which included the Regional 
Yerger Award for our Regional Webinar Series.  This past year the region provided sixteen webinars at no cost to our members, 
providing more the 1800 hours of education.  

Once again, ANI provided an excellent opportunity to learn from industry experts and it also provided the opportunity to 
network, meeting new people and connecting with friends.  The days flew too quickly, but the experience was very rich. I 
encourage everyone to consider attending ANI in the future. 

The HFMA theme presented at ANI by chair Kari Cornicelli is “Leading the Change”.  She encourages healthcare finance 
professionals at all levels to take a lead role in making a difference, to keep their organizations strong by leading the strategic 
initiatives that will position their organization to deal with the rapid changes taking place in the healthcare industry today.  

This theme correlates with a recent book I read by Roger Connors and Tom Smith called Change the Culture, Change the Game.  
Culture is the way people think and act to achieve results.  Culture can make the difference between the success and failure of an 
organization.  The book instills the concepts that leaders must create the needed culture of an organization and that an effective 
culture is a culture of accountability.  We as finance leaders can demonstrate a culture of accountability by acknowledging and 
working with others in the organization to own an issue, find solutions to the issue and drive the strategic initiatives to deal with 
the changes occurring in healthcare today.

Knowledge is a key element to enable us as finance leaders to lead the needed change in healthcare today.  HFMA is committed to 
providing the needed resources to expand our knowledge through educational opportunities available through chapter, regional 
and national venues.  Take advantage of these opportunities as often as possible.

Enjoy your summer!

Note from the Region 6 
Regional Executive
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The 2014 HFMA Golf Outing was a success! We were 
at Valleywood Golf Club again and the weather could 
not have been better. A perfect day of sun and mid 
70’s from start to finish. Over 70 HFMA members and 
friends came out to compete. Scores varied from an 
impressive 16 under par to an even more impressive 12 
over par. Adding to the difficulty of the outing was the 
par 5 “Survivor” hole. Regular scramble rules applied, 
but after each stroke, the player with the worst shot 
was eliminated from their team, leaving one “Survivor” 
at the end, to finish the hole alone. The success of the 
outing was defined by the fun spirit of our golfers and 
volunteers and also the generosity of our sponsors. 
Thank you all fotr joining us and we look forward to 
seeing you at our next event.

Your Social Chairs,
Derrick Beczynski and Andrew Hageman

NW Ohio HFMA Annual Toledo Mud Hens game is in the works 
of being scheduled.  Watch your emails for details.

2014 HFMA Golf Outing
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United Collection Bureau, 
Inc. (UCB) has been an 
industry leader in healthcare 
accounts receivable 
management for 54 years. 
In the last 10 years, UCB 
has grown exponentially; we 

employ approximately 1,000 employees across 
six call centers strategically located in Ohio, 
Michigan, Florida and Costa Rica.

Since 1959, UCB has provided intelligent 
solutions to health care providers nationally. 
Solutions include: automated charity technology, 
payment probability scoring,  bedside Medicaid 
eligibility, self-pay early-out, pre-collection and 
bad debt services. 
                                                        
UCB offers financial stability, acute analytical 
skills and technical capabilities to provide the 
most effective revenue cycle capabilities available 
today. UCB has the resources, cognizance and 

Editorial Policy:  THE EXAMINER is 
published four times per year.  Our objectives are to provide 
members with information regarding chapter activities as 
well as ideas to help individuals in the performance of their 
job duties.  Your chapter leadership strongly encourages the 
submission of material for publication.  Articles should be 
typewritten.  Letters should be legible and must be signed.  
The editor reserves the right to edit material and accept 
or reject contributions whether solicited or not.  Send all 
correspondence or materials for publication to:
Amy Gill, Controller
Providence Care Center
419-627-2273 ext 236
agill@providencecenters.org

Opinions expressed in articles or features are those of the 
author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Healthcare 
Financial Management Association, Northwest Ohio Chapter 
or the editor.

Chapter Sponsors
Gold

Silver

Bronze

Friend of Chapter

Comprehensive Reimbursement, Inc. 
Credit Adjustments, Inc. 

Credit Solutions 
Blue&Co  

Reppa + Associates, Inc 
BKD,LLP

United Collections Bureau, Inc (UCB) 
Keybridge

Gilmore, Jaison & Mahler
The Claro Group

Net Revenue Associates
Medical Reimbursements of America (MRA) 

Quadax 
RevSpring, Inc. 

Stockell
HealthNautica

Credit Solutions is a Revenue Cycle Management Company 
that was established in May of 2003. Specializing exclusively in 
the Healthcare Industry, we provide tailored Extended Business 
Office (EBO) Solutions as well as a full range of Bad Debt 
recovery and account resolution services throughout the United 
States.  

Credit Solutions management team and customer service 
agents, along with state of the art technology, form the 
cornerstones of our success.

·	 Private, Locally Owned and Operated 
 

·	 Proven Track Record for Over 10+ Years

·	 Serving Over 300+ Clients Nationwide

·	 Management Team with 100+ Years of Combined 
Experience in Healthcare

Credit Solutions employees combined with a strong 
Professional Training Program make the difference.  

·	 Management with Over 20 Years of Healthcare 
Experience  

·	 Collectors with Over 16 Years of Healthcare 
Experience  

·	 Bilingual Collections Available

·	 Annual Employee Recertification on Industry Laws

Credit Solutions compliance training is through The 
Association of Credit and Collection Professionals (ACA 
International) and consists of interactive tutorials, webinars 
and educational seminars. Training is ongoing and includes 
but is not limited to: 

·	 Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA)

·	 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) & HITECH

·	 Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) 

·	 Payment Card Industry (PCI) 

·	 Red Flags Rule and Policies

Credit Solutions and its employees are actively 
involved in a number of national and state 
organizations as a member in good standing.  
Those include but are not limited to:

·	 Healthcare Financial Management 
Association (HFMA)

·	 The Association of Credit and 
Collection Professionals (ACA 
International) 

·	 American Association of Healthcare 
Administrative Management 
(AAHAM)

·	 Central Ohio Patient Account 
Managers (COPAM) 

·	 Medical Group Management 
Association (MGMA)  

·	 Texas Organization of Rural & 
Community Hospitals (TORCH) 

As a full service Revenue Management Firm, 
our comprehensive service programs are 
designed to increase client productivity, 
profitability and cash flow.   Our services 
include:

·	 Extended Business Office Programs

·	 Payment Plan Monitoring Programs

·	 Full range of Bad Debt Collection 
Services and Account Resolution

·	 System Cleanup Recovery Projects

·	 Insurance Follow Up

For a free accounts receivable analysis or for 
more information, feel free to contact us at 859-
273-2477 or visit our website at www.cs-llc.com.   
We would be glad to assist.

technology to skillfully assist you with 
your revenue enhancement initiatives 
and doing so in a patient-friendly 
environment.

Today, UCB provides healthcare 
solutions for over 400 healthcare 
clients. More importantly, our clients’ 
tenure with UCB averages over 7 
years. We are proud to have several 
clients for over 15+ years. As such, 
UCB has tailored  our services and 
solutions to the changing needs of our 
clients from an industry perspective 
and is able to provide flexible solutions 
with superior client/patient service 
and performance results. To discuss 
UCB’s services and solutions further, 
please call 800.866.6228 or visit our 
website at www.ucbinc.com.
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